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are you satisfied or going through the motions, living
in surburbia,
dreaming of promotion, looking out of windows,
staring at the wall,
worrying about the neighbors, if they're getting any
more. are you in
control, happy to be warm, taking everyday as you did
the day before,
knowing every road is going back you your door.
and that's where it's at do you ever want more
Chorus:
well you lost your faith, a big mistake, though you had
no choice, it was
preordained, an execution commuter to life yes, that's
right but with no
respite, and all because the lady loves, the man
provides, at least he
tres, children take cover, don't watch with mother, it
will be like that
until we open our eyes.
cos it's on, are you satisfied, it's on have you been
denied, it' son, I
know where you're from, I.T.S.O.N. it is, it's on
everybody sing the blues,
it's on, ain't got much to lose, it's on , have you been
denied, are you
really satisfied.
are you satisfied, or are you suffocating, slowly being
drowned, by the
boredom you are facing, mountains of mail, miles of
double glazing, the
weekly excursions and polite conversation are you
mountains of mai, miles
of double gazing the weekly excursions and polite
conversation, are you
satisfied, content in what you own, heavily in debt, like
everyone you
know, the months turn to years but the view looks the
same, the way that
you play, is the way that its meant in this game.
Chorus:
well you lost your faith, a big mistake, though you had
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no choice, it was
preordained, an execution commuted to life yes, that's
right but with no

respite, and all because the lady loves, the man
provides, at least he
tries, children take cover, don't watch with mother, it
will be like that
until we open our eyes.
cos it's on, are you satisfied, it's on have you been
denied, it' son, I
know where you're from, I.T.S.O.N. it is, it's on
everybody sing the blues,
it's on, ain't got much to lose, it's on , have you been
denied, are you
really satisfied.
any day that you find a way of hope or sunshine, the
sky may fall and some
resort to dragging you down.
I don't mind if you decline but I know that you're wrong,
and if you close
your eyes then you'll discover all that you love has
gone, cos it's going.
and all because the lady loves, the man provides, at
least he tries,
children take cover, don't watch with mother, it will be
like that until we
open your eyes.
cos it's on, are you satisfied, it's on have you been
denied, it's on, I
know where you're from, I.T.S.O.N. it is, it's on
everybody sing the blues,
it's on, ain't got shit to lose, it's on , have you been
denied, are you
really satisfied. it's on all around
it it it it's on are you satisfied have you been denied I
know where you're
from, I.T.S.O.N. it is, it's on everybody sing the blues,
it's on, it's on,
ain't got shit to lose, it's on, have you been denied, are
you really
satisfied.
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